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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

January 30, 1991 

Dear Governor Atiyeh: 

FEB 04 1 1 
Govemar Atiyeh 

~ 
Lsst 8 r 83.:~ 

Enclosed you will find a brief transcript of the President's 
remarks from your meeting with the President and Governor Sununu 
on Friday January 25th in the Cabinet Room. 

On behalf of the President and Governor sununu, we want to thank 
you for attending what proved to be a very constructive and 
timely meeting. 

For your information, we have also enclosed the text delivered by 
the President during his State of the Union address to Congress 
on January 29, 1991. 

Again, thank you for your continued support of the President's 
Gulf policy. As always, our office is open to your thoughts and 
suggestions and if we can be of any assistance please feel free 
to contact Lisa Battaglia or myself at 456-7845. 

Sincerely, 

Sichan Siv 
Deputy Assistant to the President 

for Public Liaison 

Governor Victor Atiyeh 
519 SW Park 
Suite 208 
Portland, Oregon 97205 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

Office of the Press Secretary 

For Immediate Release January 25, 1991 

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT 
IN MEETING WITH ARAB AMERICAN LEADERS 

The Cabinet Room 

10:32 A.M. EST 

THE PRESIDENT: Normally I don't have much to say at 
these meetings with the press. We do that in the press room. But I 
do want to thank you all for coming·. I'm anxious to hear what you've 
discussed with Governor Sununu. 

But I want to take this opportunity to make -- to tell 
you something that bothers me, because I've heard from some and then 
I've read accounts that suggest Arab Americans in this country, 
because of the conflict abroad, are being discriminated against and 
it's causing pain in families in this country. And there is no room 
for discrimination against anybody in the United States of America. 
And I want you to suggest to me if there are things that I can do as 
President to get that message out loud and clear to every Arab 
American, whether he agrees with me on this war or not is 
unimportant. 

The message is there is no place for discrimination in 
the United States of America. And if there's anybody in the 
communities around this country that are being hurt by it, we have 
got to come together and do everything we can to see that it doesn't 
go on. 

And secondly, on the war, I know there may be some 
divisions of·one kind or another-- that's fine. But it is going 
well, and I am more determined than ever to bring this to a 
successful conclusion. And the coalition is working very well, 
holding together with great strength and great conviction. And I 
want to tell you a little more about that now when we get into the 
substance of our meeting here. 

But, again, thank you all for coming. Many thanks for 
coming back. I'm glad to have you here always. 

END 10:38 A.M. EST 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

Ottice ot the Press Secretary 

For Immediate Release 

9:09 P.M. EST 

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT 
ON THE STATE OF THE UNION 

The u.s. Capitol 
Washington, D.C. 

January 29, 1991 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. President, and Mr. Speaker, and 
members of the United States Congress. I come to this House of the 
people to speak to you and all Americans, certain that we stand at a 
defining hour. Halfway around the world, we are engaged in a grea~ 
struggle in the skies and on the seas and sands. We know why we're 
there. We are Americans -- part of something larger than ourselves. 
For two centuries, we've done the hard work of freedom. And tonight, 
we lead the world in facing down a threat to decency and humanity. 

What is at stake is more than one small country; it is a 
big idea: a new world order, where diverse nations are drawn 
together in common cause to achieve the universal aspirations of 
mankind -- peace and security, freedom, and the rule of law. such is 
a world worthy of our struggle and worthy of our children's future. 
(Applause.) 

The community of nations has resolutely gathered to 
condemn and repel lawless aggression. Saddam Hussein's unprovoked 
invasion his ruthless, systematic rape of a peaceful neighbor -
violated everything the community of nations holds dear. The world 
has said this aggression would not stand -- and it will not stand. 
(Applause.) 

Together, we have resisted the trap of appeasement, 
cynicism, and isolation that gives temptation to tyrants. The world 
has answered Saddam's invasion with 12 United Nations resolutions, 
starting with a demand for Iraq's immediate and unconditional 
withdrawal and backed up by forces from 28 countries of six 
continents. With few exceptions, the world now stands as one. 

The end of the Cold War has been a victory for all 
humanity. A year and a half ago, in Germany, I said that our goal 
was a Europe whole and free. Tonight, Germany is united. Europe has 
become whole and free -- and America's leadership was instrumental in 
making it possible. (Applause.) 

Our relationship to the Soviet Union is important, not 
only to us, but to the world. That relationship has helped to shape 
these and other historic changes. But like many other nations, we 
have been deeply concerned by the violence in the Baltics, and we 
have communicated that concern to the Soviet leadership. 

The principle that has guided us is simple: Our 
objective is to help the Baltic peoples achieve their aspirationG, 
not to punish the Soviet Uni~n. (Applause.) In our recent 
discussions with the Soviet leadership, we have been given 
representations which, if fulfilled, would result in the withdrawal 
of some soviet forces, a reopening of dialogue with the Republics, 
and a move away from violence. 

We will watch carefully as the situation develops. And 
we will maintain our contact with the Soviet leadership to encourage 

MORE 
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conti~ued commitment to democratization and reform. (Applause.) If 
it is possible, I want to continue to build A lasting basis for 
u.s.-soviet cooperation, for a more peaceful future for all mankind. 

The triumph of democratic ideas in Eastern Europe and 
Latin America, and the continuing struggle for freedom elsewhere all 
around the world all confirm the wisdom of our nation's founders. 

Tonight, we work to achieve another victory -- a victory 
over tyranny and savage aggression. 

We in this Union enter the last decade of the 20th 
century thankful for our blessings, steadfast in our purpose, aware 
of our difficulties, and responsive to our duties at home and around 
the world. 

For two centuries, America has served the world as an 
inspiring example of freedom and democracy. For generations, America 
has led the struggle to preserve and extend the blessings of liberty. 
And today, in a rapidly changing world, American leadership is 
indispensable. Americans know that leadership brings burdens and 
sacrifices. But we also know why the hopes of humanity turn to us. 
We are Americans: we have a unique responsibility to do the hard 
work of freedom. And when we do, freedom works. (Applause.) 

The conviction and courage we see in the Persian Gulf 
today is simply the American character in action. The indomitable 
spirit that is contributing to this victory for world peace and 
justice is the same spirit that gives us the power and the potential 
to meet our toughest challenges at home. 

We are resolute and resourceful. If we can selflessly 
confront evil for the sake of good in a land so far away, then surely 
we can make this land all that it should be. If anyone tells you 
that America's best days are behind her, they're looking the wrong 
way. (Applause.) 

Tonight, I come before this House and the American people 
with an appeal for renewal. This is not merely a call for new 
government initiatives; it is a call for new initiative in 
government, in our communities, and from every American -- to prepare 
for the next American century. 

America has always led by example. So who among us will 
set this example? Which of our citizens will lead us in this next 
American century? Everyone who steps forward today -- to get one 
addict off drugs, to convince one troubled teenager not to give up on 
life, to comfort one AIDS patient, to help one hungry child. 

We have within our reach the promise of a renewed 
America. We can find meaning and reward by serving some purpose 
higher than ourselves -- a shining purpose, the illumination of a 
thousand points of light. And it is expressed by all who know the 
irresistible force of a child's hand, of a friend who stands by you 
and stays there -- a volunteer's generous gesture, an idea that is 
simply right. 

The problems before us may be different, but the key to 
solving them remains the same. It is the individual -- the 
individual who steps forward. And the state of our Union is the 
union of each of us, one to the other -- the sum of our friendships, 
marriages, families, and communities. 

We all have something to give. So if you know how to 
read, find someone who can't. If you've got a hammer, find a nail. 
If you're not hungry, not lonely, not in trouble, seek out someone 
who is. Join the community of cor1science. Do the hard work of 
freedom. And that will define the state of our Union. (Applause.) 

Since the birth of our nation, "We the people" has been 
the source of our strength. What government can do alone is limited 
-- but the potential of the American people knows no limits. 

MORE 
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We are a nation of rock-solia realism ana clear-eyea 
idealism. We are Americans. We are the nation that believes in the 
future. We are the nation that can shape the future. Ana w~•ve 
begun to ao just that -- by strengthening the power ana choice of 
individuals ana families. 

Together, these last two years, we've put dollars for 
child care directly in the hands of parents instead of bureaucracies. 
(Applause.) Unshackled the potential of Americans with disabilities. 
(Applause.) Applied the creativity of the marketplace in the service 
of the environment, for clean air; and made home ownership possible 
for more Americans. (Applause.) 

The strength of a democracy is not in bureaucracy. It is 
in the people and their communities. In everything we do, let us 
unleash the potential of our most precious resource -- our citizens, 
our citizens themselves. We must return to families, communities, 
counties, cities, states, ana institutions of every kina the power to 
chart their own destiny, and the freedom and opportunity provided by 
strong economic growth. And that's what America is all about. 
(Applause.) 

I know tonight in some regions of our country, people are 
in genuine economic distress. And I hear them. 

Earlier this month, Kathy Blackwell, of Massachusetts, 
wrote me about what can happen when the economy slows down, saying, 
"My heart is aching, and I think that you shoula know your people out 
here are hurting baaly." 

I understand. And I'm not unrealistic about the future. 
But there are reasons to be optimistic about our economy. 

First, we don't have to fight double-digit inflation. 
Second, most industries won't have to make big cuts in production 
because they don't have big inventories piled up. And third, our 
exports are running solid and strong. In fact, American businesses 
are exporting at a record rate. 

So let's put these times in perspective. Together, since 
1981, we've created almost 20 million jobs, cut inflation in half, 
and cut interest rates in half. 

And, yes, the largest peacetime economic expansion in 
history has been temporarily interrupted. But our economy is still 
over twice as large as our closest competitor. 

We will get this recession behind us and return to growth 
soon. (Applause.) We will get on our way to a new record of 
expansion ana achieve the competitive strength that will carry us 
into the next American century. 

We should focus our efforts today on encouraging economic 
growth, investing in the future, and giving power and opportunity to 
the individual. (Applause.) 

We must begin with control of federal spending. 
(Applause.} That's why I'm submitting a budget that holds the growth 
in spending to less than the rate of inflation. And that's why, amid 
all the sound and fury of last year's budget debate, we put into law 
new, enforceable spending caps -- so that future spending debates 
will mean a battle of ideas, not a bidding war. (Applause.} 

Though controversial, the budget agreement finally put 
the federal government on a pay-as-you-go plan and cut the growth of 
debt by nearly $500 billion. And that frees funds for saving and 
job-creating investment. 

Now, let's do more. My budget again includes tax-free 
family savings accounts; penalty-free withdrawals from IRAs for 
first-time home buyers -- (applause} -- and to increase jobs and 

MORE 
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growth, a reduced tax for long-term capital gains. (Applause.) 

I know there are differences among ua -- (laughter) 
about the iapact and the effects of a capital gains incentive. So 
tonight, I'• asking the congressional leaders and the Federal Reserve 
to cooperate with ua in a study, led by Chairman Alan Greenspan, to 
sort out our technical differences so that we can avoid a return to 
unproductive partisan bickering. (Applause.) 

But just as our efforts will bring economic growth now 
and in the future, they must also be matched by lon9-term investments 
for the next American century. 

That requires a forward-looking plan of action -- and 
that's exactly what we will be sending to the Congress. We've 
prepared a detailed series of proposals that include: 

A budget that promotes investment in America's future -
in children, education, infrastructure, space, and high technology: 

legislation to achieve excellence in education -
building on the partnership forged with the ·50 governors at the 
Education Summit, enabling parents to choose their children's schools 
and helping to make America number one in math and science: 
(applause) --

a blueprint for a new national highway system -- a 
critical investment in our transportation infrastructure: 
(applause) --

a research and development agenda that includes record 
levels of federal investment, and a permanent tax credit to 
strengthen private R&D and to create jobs: -- (applause) --

a comprehensive national energy strategy that calls for 
energy conservation and efficiency, increased development, and 
greater use of alternative fuels: -- (applause) --

a banking reform plan to bring America's financial system 
into the 21st century so that our banks remain safe and secure and 
can continue to make job-creating loans for our factories, our 
businesses and home-buyers. 

You know, I do think there has been too much pessimism. 
Sound banks should be making sound loans now and interest rates 
should be lower, now. (Applause.) 

In addition to these proposals, we must recognize that 
our economic strength depends on being competitive in world markets. 
We must continue to expand American exports. A successful Uruguay 
Round of world trade negotiations will create more real jobs and more 
real growth for all nations. You and I know that if the playing 
field is level, America's workers and farmers can out-work, 
out-produce anyone, anytime, anywhere. (Applause.) 

And with a Mexican Free Trade Agreement and our 
Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, we can help our partners 
strengthen their economies and move toward a free trade zone 
throughout this entire hemisphere. (Applause.) 

The budget also includes a plan of action right here at 
home to put more power and opportunity in the hands of the 
individual. And that means new incentives to create jobs in our 
inner cities, by encouraging investment through enterprise zones. It 
also means tenant control and owne~ship of public housing. Freedom 
and the power to choose should not be the privilege of wealth. They 
are the birthright of every American. (Applause.) 

Civil rights are also crucial to protecting equal 
opportunity. (Applause.) Every one of us has a responsibility to 
speak out against racism, bigotry, and hate. (Applause.) We will 
continue our vigorous enforcement of existing statutes, and I will 

MORE 
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once again press the Congress to strengthen the laws against 
employment di•crimination without resorting to the use of unfair 
preferences. (Applause.) 

We're determined to protect another fundamental civil 
right -- freedom from crime and the fear that stalks our cities. The 
Attorney General will soon convene a crime summit of our nation's law 
enforcement officials. And to help us support them, we need tough 
crime control legislation, and we need it now. (Applause.) 

And as we.fight crime, we will fully implement our 
national strategy for combatting drug abuse. Recent data show that 
we are making progress, but much remains to be done. We will riot 
rest until the day of the dealer is over, forever. (Applause.) 

Good health care is every American's right and every 
American's responsibility. And so we are proposing an aggressive 
program of new prevention initiatives -- for infants, for children, 
for adults, and for the elderly -- to promote a healthier America and 
to help keep costs from spiralling. (Applause.) 

It's time to give people more choice in government, by 
rev~ving the ideal of the citizen politician who comes not to stay, 
but to serve. And one of the reasons that there is so much support 
across this country for term limitations is that the American people 
are increasingly concerned about big-money influence in politics. so 
we must look beyond the next election, to the next generation. And 
the time has come to put the national interest above the special 
interest -- and totally eliminate political action committees. 
(Applause.) 

And that would truly put more competition in elections, 
and more power in the hands of individuals. And where power cannot 
be put directly in the hands of the individual, it should be moved 
closer to the people -- away from Washington. 

The federal government too often treats government 
programs as if they are of Washington, by Washington, and for 
Washington. Once established, federal programs seem to become 
immortal. 

It's time for a more dynamic program 
programs should increase. Some should decrease. 
terminated. And some should be consolidated and 
states. (Applause.) 

life cycle: Some 
Some should be 

turned over to the 

My budget includes a list of programs for potential 
turnover totalling more than $20 billion. Working with Congress and 
the governors, I propose we select at least $15 billion in such 
programs and turn them over to the states in a single consolidated 
grant -- fully funded -- for flexible management by the states. 
(Applause.) 

The value -- the value of this turnover approach is 
straightforward. It allows the federal government to reduce 
overhead. It allows states to manage more flexibly and more 
efficiently. It moves power and decision-making closer to the 
people. And it reinforces a theme of this administration: 
appreciation and encouragement of the innovative powers of "States as 
Laboratories." 

This nation was founded by leaders who understood that 
power belongs in the hands of people. And they planned for the 
future. And so must we -- here and all around the «orld. 

As Americans, we know that there are times when we must 
step forward and accept our responsibility to lead the world away 
from the dark chaos of dictators, toward the brighter promise of a 
better day. 

Almost 50 years ago we began a long struggle against 
aggressive totalitarianism. Now we face another defining hour for 
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America and the world. 

There is no one more devoted, more committed to the hard 
work of freedom, than every soldier and sailor, every Marino, airman, 
and Coastguardsman -- every man and woman now serving in the Persian 
Gulf. (Applause.) Oh, how they deserve-- (applause) --and what a 
fitting tribute to them. 

You see -- what a wonderful, fitting tribute to them. 
Each of them has volunteered -- volunteered to provide for this 
nation's .defense -- and .now t}ley bravely struggle, to earn for 
America, for the world, and for future generations, a just and 
lasting peace. 

our commitment to them must be equal to their commitment 
to their country. They are truly America's finest. (Applause.) 

The war in the Gulf is not a war we wanted. We worked 
hard to avoid war. For more than five months we, along with the Arab 
League, the European Community, the United Nations, tried every 
diplomatic avenue. U.N. Secretary General Perez de Cuellar; 
Presidents Gorbachev, Mitterrand, Ozal, Mubarak, and Bendjedid; Kings 
Fahd and Hassan; Prime Ministers Major and Andreotti -- just to name 
a few -- all worked for a solution. But time and again, Saddam 
Hussein flatly rejected the path of diplomacy and peace. 

The world well knows how this conflict began and when: 
It began on August 2nd, when Saddam invaded and sacked a small, 
defenseless neighbor. And I am certain of how it will end. So that 
peace can prevail, we will prevail. (Applause.) Thank you. 

Tonight, I am pleased to report that we are on course. 
Iraq's capacity to sustain war is being destroyed. our investment, 
our training, our planning -- all are paying ott. Time will not be 
Saddam's salvation. 

Our purpose in the Persian Gulf remains constant: to 
drive Iraq out of Kuwait, to restore Kuwait's legitimate government, 
and to ensure the stability and security of this critical region. 

Let me make clear what I mean by the region's stability 
and security. We do not seek the destruction of Iraq, its culture, 
or its people. Rather, we seek an Iraq that uses its great 
resources, not to destroy, not to serve the ambitions of a tyrant, 
but to build a better life for itself and its neighbors. We seek a 
Persian Gulf where conflict is no longer the rule, where the strong 
are neither tempted nor able to intimidate the weak. 

Most Americans know instinctively why we are in the Gulf. 
They know we had to stop Saddam now, not later. They know that this 
brutal dictator will do anything; will use any weapon; will commit 
any outrage, no matter how many innocents suffer. 

They know we must make sure that control of the world's 
oil resources does not fall into his hands, only to finance further 
aggression. They know that we need to build a new, enduring peace -
based not on arms races and confrontation, but on shared principles 
and the rule of law. 

And we all realize that our responsibility to be the 
catalyst for peace in the region does not end with the successful 
conclusion of this war. 

Democracy brings the undeniable value of thoughtful 
dissent -- and we've heard some diss~nting voices here at home -
some, a handful, reckless -- most responsible. But the fact that all 
voices have the right to speak out is one of the reasons we've been 
united in purpose and principle tor 200 years. (Applause.) 

our progress in this great struggle is the result of 
years of vigilance and a steadfast commitment to a strong defense. 
Now, with remarkable technological advance• like the Patriot missile, 
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we can defend against ballistic missile attacks aimed at innocent 
civiliana. 

Looking forward, I have directed that the SDI program be 
refocused on providing protection from limited ballistic missile 
strikes-- whatever their source. (Applause.) Let us pursue an SDI 
program that can deal with any future threat to the United STates, to 
our forces overseas, and to our friends and allies. 

The quality of American technology, thanks to the 
American worker, has enabled us to successfully deal with difficult 
military conditions and help minimize precious lo•a of life. We have 
given our men and women the very best. And they deserve it. 
(Applause.) 

We all have a special place in our hearts for the 
families of our men and women serving in the Gulf. They are 
represented here tonight by Mrs. Norman Schwarzkopf. (Applause.) We 
are all very grateful to General Schwarzkopf and to all those serving 
with him. And I might also recognize one who came with Mrs. 
Schwarzkopf -- Alma Powell, the wife of the distinguished Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs. (Applause.) And to the families, let me say our 
forces in the Gulf will not stay there one day longer than is 
necessary to complete their mission. (Applause.) 

The courage and success of the RAF pilots, of the 
Kuwaiti, Saudi, French, the Canadians, the Italians, the pilots of 
Qatar and Bahrain -- all are proof that for the first time since 
World War II, the international community is united. The leadership 
of the United Nations, once only a hoped-for ideal, is now confirming 
its founders' vision. (Applause.) 

I am heartened that we are not being asked to bear alone 
the financial burdens of this struggle. Last year, our friends and 
allies provided the bulk of the economic costs of Desert Shield. And 
now, having received commitments of over $40 billion for the first 
three months of 1991, I am confident they will do no less as we move 
through Desert Storm. (Applause.) 

But the world has to wonder what the dictator of ~raq is 
thinking. If he thinks that by targeting innocent civilians ~n 
Israel and Saudi Arabia, that he will gain advantage, he is dead 
wrong. (Applause.) If he thinks that he will advance his cause 
through tragic and despicable environmental terrorism, he is dead 
wrong. (Applause.) And if he thinks that by abusing the coalition 
prisoners of war he will benefit, he is dead wrong. (Applause.) 

We will succeed in the Gulf. And when we do, the world 
community will have sent an enduring warning to any dictator or 
despot, present or future, who contemplates oulaw aggression. 

The world can, therefore, seize this opportunity to 
fulfill the long-held promise of a new world order, where brutality 
will go unrewarded and aggression will meet collective resistance. 

Yes, the United States bears a major share of leadership 
in this effort. Among the nations of the world, only the United 
states of America has both the moral standing and the means to back 
it up. We're the only nation on this Earth that could assemble the 
forces of peace. This is the burden of leadership and the strength 
that has made America the beacon of freedom in a searching world. 

This nation has never found glory in war. Our people 
have never wanted to abandon the blessings of home and work for 
distant lands and deadly conflict. If we fight in anger, it is only 
because we have to fight at all. And all of us yearn for a world 
where we will never have to fight again. 

Each of us will measure within ourselves the value of 
this great struggle. Any cost in lives -- any cost is beyond our 
power to measure. But the cost of closing our eyes to aggression is 
beyond mankind's power to imagine. 
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Thi• we do know: Our cause i• just. our cause is moral. 
our ca~se i• riqht. (Applause.) 

Let future qenerations understand the burden and the 
blessinqs of freedom. Let them say we stood where duty required us 
to stand. 

Let them know that, toqether, we affirmed America and the 
world as a community of conscience. 

The winds of chanqe are with us now. 
freedom are toqether, united. We move toward the 
confident than ever that we have the will at home 
what must be done, the hard work of freedom. 

The forces of 
next century more 
and abroad to do 

May God bless the United States of America. Thank you 
very, very much. (Applause.) 

END 9:57 P.M. EST 
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THE PRESIDENT: Thank you. President Rose, thank you, 
sir. And Executive Director Gustavson -- all. First, let me salute 
your leadership of the NRB -- Billy Graham and Jerry Falwell, Pat 
Robertson, James Dobson, Chuck Colson; the FCC Commissioners -- sikes 
and Duggan and James Quello. 

This marks the fifth time that I've addressed the Annual 
Convention of the National Religious Broadcasters. And once again, 
let me say it is, for both Barbara and me, an honor to be back here. 

Let me begin by congratulating you on your theme of 
declaring His glory to al-l nations. It's a theme eclipsing 
denominations and which reflects many of the eternal teachings in the 
Scripture. I speak, of course, of the teachings which uphold moral 
values, like tolerance, compassion, faith and courage. They remind 
us that while God can live without man, man cannot live without God. 
His love and His justice inspire in us a yearning for faith and a 
compassion for the weak and oppressed, as well as the courage and 
conviction to oppose tyranny and injustice. 

And I'm very grateful for that resolution that has just 
been read prior to my speaking here. 

Matthew also reminds us in these times that the meek 
shall inherit the Earth. At home, these values inbue the policies 
which you and I support . Like me, you endorse adoption, not 
abortion. (Applause.) And last year you helped ensure that the 
options of religious-based child care will not be restricted or 
eliminated by the federal government. (Applause.) 

And I commend your concern, your heartfelt concern on 
behalf of Americans with disabilities, and your belief that students 
who go to school to nourish their minds should also be allowed to 
nourish their souls. And I have not lessened my commitment to 
restoring voluntary prayer in our schools. (Applause.) 

These actions can make America a kinder and gentler place 
because they reaffirm the values that I spoke of earlier -- values 
that must be central to the lives of every individual and the life of 
every nation. The clergyman Richard Cecil once saidt "There are two 
classes of the wise; the men who serve God because they have found 
Him, and the men who seek Him because they have not found Him yet." 
Abroad, as in America, our task is to serve and seek wisely through 
the policies we pursue. 

Nowhere is this more true than in the Persian Gulf where, 
despite protestations of Saddam Hussein, it is not Iraq against the 
united States, it•s the regime of Saddam Hussein against the rest of 
the world. Saddam tried to cast this conflict as a religious war. 
aut it has nothing to do with religion per se. It has, on the other 
hand, everything to do with what religion embodies -- good versus 
evil, right versus wrong, human dignity and freedom versus tyranny 
and oppression. 
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The war in the Gulf is not a Christian war, a Jewish war, 
or a Moslem war -- it is a just war. And it is a war with which good 
will prevail. {Applause.) We're told that the principles of a just 
war originated with classical Greek and Roman philosophers like Plato 
and Cicero. And later they were expounded by such Chrisitan 
theologians as Ambrose Augustine, Thomas Aquinas. 

The first principle of a just was is that it support a 
just cause. Our cause could not be more noble. We seek Iraq's 
withdrawal from Kuwait -- completely, immediately and without 
condition; the restoration of Kuwaits legitimate government and the 
security and stability of the Gulf. We will see that Kuwait once 
again is free, that the nightmare of Iraq's occupation has ended, and 
that naked aggression will not be rewarded. 

We seek nothing for ourselves. As I have said, u.s. 
forces will leave as soon as their mission is over, as soon as they 
are no longer needed or desired. And let me add, we do not seek the 
destruction of Iraq. We have respect for the people of Iraq, for the 
importance of Iraq in the region. We do not want a country so 
destabilized that Iraq itself could be a target for aggression. 

But a just war must also be declared by legitimate 
authority. Operation Desert Storm is supported by unprecedented 
United Nations' solidarity, the principle of collective self-defense, 
12 Securty Council resolutions and, in the Gulf, 28 nations from six 
continents united -- resolute that we will not waiver and that 
Saddam's aggression will not stand. 

I salute the aid -- economic and military -- from 
countries who have joined in this unprecedented effort -- whose 
courage and sacrifice have inspired the world. We're not going it 
alone-- but believe me, we are going to see it through. (Applause.) 

Every war -- every war -- is fought for a reason. But a 
just war is fought for the right reasons -- for moral, not selfish 
reasons. Let me take a moment to tell you a story -- a tragic story 
-- about a family whose two sons, 18 and 19, reportedly refused to 
lower the Kuwaiti flag in front of their home. For this crime, they 
were executed by the Iraqis. Then, unbelievably, their parents were 
asked to pay the price of the bullets used to kill them. 

Some ask whether it's moral to use force to stop the 
rape, the pillage, the plunder of Kuwait. And my answer: 
Extraordinary diplomatic efforts having been exhausted to resolve the 
matter peacefully, then the use of force is moral. (Applause.) 

A just war must be a last resort. As I have often said, 
we did not want war. But you all know the verse from Ecclesiastics: 
There is "a time for peace, a time for war." From August 2, 1990 -
last summer, August 2nd -- to January 15, 1991 -- 166 days -- we 
tried to resolve this conflict. Secretary of State Jim Baker made an 
extraordinary effort to achieve peace. More than 200 meetings with 
foreign dignitaries, 10 diplomatic missions, six congressional 
appearances. Over 103,000 miles traveled to talk with, among others, 
members of the United Nations, the Arab League, and the European 
Community. And sadly, Saddam Hussein rejected out of hand every 
overture made by the United States and by other countries as well. 
He made this just war an inevitable war. 

We all know that war never comes easy or cheap. War is 
never without the loss of innocent life. And that is war's greatest 
tragedy. But when a war must be fought for the greater good, it is 
our gravest obligation to conduct a war in proportion to the threat. 
And that is why we must act reasonably, humanely, and make every 
effort possible to keep casualties to a minimum. And we've done ' 
I'm very proud of our military in achieving this end. (ApplaU9 ' 

From the very first day of the war, the allies ' 
war against Saddam's military. We are doing everything r 
believe me, to avoid hurting the innocent. Saddam's rP 
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Wanton, barbaric bombing of civilian areas. America and her allies 
value life. We pray that Saddam Hussein will see reason. To date, 
his indiscriminate use of those Scud missiles -- nothing more than 
weapons of terror; they have no military they can offer no 
military advantage, weapons of terror -- it outraged the world what 
he has done. 

The price of war is always high. And so it must never, 
ever, be undertaken without total commitment to a successful outcome. 
It is only justified when victory can be achieved. I have pledged 
that this will not be another Vietnam. And let me reassure you here 
today, it won•t be another Vietnam. (Applause.) 

we are fortunate, we are very fortunate to have in this 
crisis the finest Armed Forces ever assembled. An all-volunteer 
force, joined by courageous allies. And we wi l l prevail because we 
have the finest soldie1:s, sailors, airmen, Marines, and Coast 
Guardsmen that any nation has ever had. (Applause.) 

But above a l l, we wi ll prevail because of the support of 
the Amer i can people. Armed with a trust in God and in the principles 
that make men free. Peop l e l ike each of you i n this room. I salute 
Voice of Hope•s live radio programming for u.s. and allied troops in 
the Gulf . And your Operation Desert Prayer, and worship services for 
our troops held by, among others, the man who over a week ago led a 
wonderful prayer service at Fort Myer over here across the river in 
Virginia, the Reverend Billy Graham. 

America has always been a religious nation -- perhaps 
never more than now. Just look at the last several weeks. Churches, 
synagogues, mosques reporting record attendance at services. Chapels 
packed during working hours as Americans stop in for a moment or two. 
Why? To pray for peace. And I know -- of course, I know -- that 
some disagree with the course that I've taken, and I have no 
bitterness in my heart about that at all, no anger. I am convinced 
that we are doing the right thing. And tolerance is a virtue, not a 
vice. (Applause.) 

But with the support and prayers of so many, there can be 
no question in the minds of our soldiers or in the minds of our enemy 
about what Americans think. We know that thi~; is a just war. And we 
know that, God willing, this is a war we will win. But most of all, 
we know that ours would not be the land of the free if it were not 
also the home of the brave. No one wanted war less than I did. No 
one is more determined to seize from battle the real peace that can 
offer hope, that can create a new world order. 

When this wa·r is over, the United States, its credibility 
and its reliability restored, wi ll have a key leadership role in 
helping to bring peace to the rest of the Middle East. And I have 
been honored to serve as President of this great nation for two years 
now, and believe more than ever that one cannot be America•s 
President without trust in God. I cannot imagine a world, a life, 
without the presence of the one through whom all things are possible. 
(Applause.) 

During the darkest days of the Civil War, a man we revere 
not merely for what he did, but what he was, was asked whether he 
thought the Lord was on his side. And said Abraham Lincoln, 11 My 
concern is not whether God is on our side, but whether we are on 
God 1 s side . 11 (Applause.) My fellow Americans, I firmly believe in 
my heart of hearts that times will soon be on the side of peace 
because the world is overwhelmingly on the side of God. 

Thank you for this occasion. And may God bless our great 
country. And may we remember -- and please remember all of our 
coalition's Armed Forces in your prayers. Thank you and God bless 
you. (Applause.) 

END 9:22 A.M. EST 
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THE PRESIDENT: Thank you, General Bob Hope. And I'm 
pleased to see so many members of Congress here tonight. I don't 
want to get in trouble, but I want to single out Senator Strom 
Thu~ond -- (applause) -- Senator Ted Stevens -- (applause) -- and, 
of course, a great friend of the Reserve, my old friend, Sonny 
Montgomery over here --the General. (Applause.) And all the reet 
-- all the rest of the members who are with us tonight. 

My apologies to all for speaking before the broccoli ar.d 
leaving-- (laughter) --but given the circumstances, I'm sure you•:: 
understand. And I am proud to share thie evening with the leadersh~~ 
of the Reserve Officers Association, and I am deeply honored to be 
named Minuteman of the ¥ear. But I know tonight our thoughts go out 
to men and women earning the honor of a grateful nation at this very 
moment: the citizen-soldiers -- 100,000 strong serving now with the 
coalition forces in the Gulf. And I salute them, each and every one. 
(Applause.) 

Those American Reservists are part of an allied force 
standing against the forces of aggression -- standing up for what is 
right. They serve alongside hundreds of thousands of soldiers, 
sailors, airmen, Marines and Coast Guardsmen of 27 other nations -
(applause) -- all united against the aggression of Saddam Hussein. 

As we meet right here tonight, we are exactly one week 
into Operation Desert Storm. But it is important to date this 
conflict not from January 16th, but froa its true beginning: the 
assault of Auquat 2nd, Iraq'• unprovoked aggression against the tiny 
nation of ~uwait. We did not begin a war seven days ago. Rather, we 
began to end a war -- to right a wrong that the world simply could 
not iqnore. (Applause.) 

From the day Saddaa's forces first crossed into Kuwait, 
it wa1 clear that this aqgression required a swift response !rom our 
nation and the world community. What was, and is, at stake 1s not 
siaply our energy or economic security, and the stability of a Vltal 
region, but the prospects for peace in the post-Cold War era -- the 
promise of a new world order baaed upon the rule of law. 

America was not alon• in confronting Saddaa. No less 
than 12 r••olutiona or the United Nation• Security Council condemned 
the invaaion -- demanding Iraq's withdrawal without condition and 
without delay. The United Nations put in place sanctions to prevent 
Iraq fro• reaping any reward fro• its outlaw act. Countries !rom six 
continents sent torces to the Gulf to deaonstrate the will ot the 
world community that Saddaa•s aggression would not stand. 

Appeasement -- peace at any price -- waa never an answer. 
Turning a blind eye to Saddam'l aggression would not have avoided 
war; it would only have delayed the world's day of reckoning, 
poatponing what would ultimately have bean a tar aore dangerous, a 
tar more costly conflict. 
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possible. And that support is not just military, but moral -
measured in the support our servicemen and women receive trom every 
one of us here at home. When the brave men and women ot Desert Storm 
return home, they will return to the love and respect ot a grateful 
nation. (Applause.) 

And with that in mind, I'd like to say to every family of 
every man or woman serving overseas, we're thinking of you and you 
are in our prayers. (Applause.) 

And that ia where I will close -- with the aim of 
protecting American lives and seeing the heroes of Desert Storm 
return home safe and sound. All life is precious -- whether it's the 
life of an American pilot or an Iraqi child. And yet, if life is 
precious, so, too, are the living principles ot liberty and peace: 
principles that all Americans cherish above all others; principles 
that you and your comrades on duty tonight have pledged to defend. 

Thank you for this warm welcome and for your strong 
support. And may God bless the United States of America. Thank you 
very, very much. (Applause.) 

END 7:55 P.M. EST 
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REMARXS BY THE PRESIDENT 
AND PRESIDENT OCHIRBAT OF MONGOLIA 

UPON DEPARTURE 

The East Rooa 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. President, it's been my great honor 
to welcome you to the White House !or this historic vieit to our 
country, the first ever by the head ot state ot Mongolia. Mr. 
President: Mongolia and the United State• are countries separated by 
thousands o! ailea and a world of ditterencea -- in culture, history 
and outlook. And yet, in this past year, our twv nations have moved 
closer toqeth6r, drawn toward one another by universal principles and 
ideals. 

In the past year, Mongolia has opened its controlled 
economy to free market reform, opened its closed political system and 
opened its doors to the world. Opposition parties are now legal. 
Mongolia held its first multiparty elections in July, a free and fair 
vote that produced the first popularly elected legislature in 
Mongolia's history. This transition toward broader political freedom 
has a parallel in increased freedom of belie! as well, with the 
reopening of several monasteries. Mr. President, your party's 
positive approach toward reform has meant peaceful change. 

In our discussions today, I made clear the strong support 
the United States is ready to offer as Mongolia moves forward toward 
greater freedom. President Ochirbat said he appreciated our support 
tor Mongolia'• efforts at democracy and restructuring, and he hopes 
to lay a firm foundation !or positive development of bilateral 
relations, based on mutual benefit, noninterference in each other's 
internal affairs. 

Already, the United States has bequn a program of 
technical assistance to Mongolia. Just this month, a tea. from AID 
traveled to Ulan Bator to brief 20 mid-level managers on tree market 
retor. and tound 200 o!!icials ready to exchange ideas, including 
many members of the Mongolian legislature. And this summer, tor the 
tirst time ever, Peace Corpa volunteers will begin working in 
Mongolia. 

Later thia atternoon, our two countries will sign 
agreements opening the way to expanded trade and cloaer contact in 
the areaa ot acience and technology. And today, I hav• issued the 
waiver to open the door granting Mongolia Most Favored Nation status, 
a atep that I hope will spur increased trade between our two 
countriea. 

In addition to these matters ot mutual interest, I 
reviewed with Preaident Ochirbat ~orld atfaira ot aurpassing concern, 
including Operation Desert Storm. Mongolia was among the very !i~st 
to condemn Iraq's brutal invasion ot Kuwait and to call !or Iraq's 
complete and unconditional withdrawal. 

Kr. President, after our talka, I know that you believe 
as I do that no nation must be permitted to assault and brutalize its 
neighbor. 

The action o! Iraq's dictator, the actions o! one 
misguided man, cannot obscure mankind's bright deatiny o! democracy 
and freedom. The future lies with the procesa of revolution and 
renewal now taking place in your nation. A democratic revolution 
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Secrewy of Defense Dick Cheney 
General Colin Powell, 01a1rman. JCS 
Wednesday. January 23, 1991 • 2:00 p.ro. 

Mr. Pete Williams, ASD{Public A!faJn): Oood afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. Secretary 
Cheney and General Powell are here to answer your questions. The Secretary will have a shon 
stcsternent, then General Powell will walk you through·· we'll have some charts here. Aft:r the 
briefLDgs \U'e over the charts will remain bere so that you can photograph them. We will try, this 
afternoon, to provide you smaller handouts of those. So let me, at this point, tum it over to the 
Secretary. 

Secretary Cheney: Thank you very much, Pete. 

Operation ~sert Stonn bas now be¢n underway for approximately one week. as of this 
evening. We believe that it's gone very well. We wanted to take this opportunity to try to put 
things in perspective, and then r:ry to respond to some of your questions. 

Let me begin by expressing the pride that we all feel in the meo and women of our armed 
forces who are carrying out these operations. It is an extremely complex and often daneerous 
undertaking, and they have our admiration and our &ntitude. I also want to say to the families of 
those held prisoner or missing in action, that they are in the prayen of all Americans in these very 
difficult days. 

I want to repeat what we told &11 of you la:n wceJc at the beginnin& or this conflict. I urged 
caution ir. describin& the evenu in the Persf!.ll Gulf', especially in claiming victory too soon. The next 
day, the President expressed hls concern about wru&t he called the initial euphoria and some of the 
early reactions and stories about the operation. 

I also said tha~this operation was likely to run for alon1 period cf time. Yesterday, v.itb 
Operation DeJett Storm in its sixth day, I noticed a newspaper headline which Rid, "Wax Drags On ... 
Finally, tbil morning, I noti~ that the Style section in the WashinltOO Post had three separate 
stories about the press coverini the war in the Gulf. As a.o old Washin&f,On hand. I know that having 
rbe press reporting on the press reportini on a story is usually a sign that they've run out of things 
to say about this war. So Colin and I decided to spend a little time with you this afternoon to ~e if 
we could &ive you some new information. 

Some important qualifien to keep in mind u we JO through the briefing this afternoon - and 
many of these may be obvious, but I think need to be resuted.. The Iraqis and Saddam Hussein have a 
very large military force. Dependin& upon what criteria you use, cenalnly one of the largest in the 
world- some have said the fourth largest in the world. In the last decade be's spent over $50 bilhon 
on IU"maments. The force possesses thousands of tanks, hundreds of aircraft, over a million men in 

!~ • '1 · unuonn, m.lSSl.es, etcetera. 
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ahe members of the preu, bave to understand that first and foremost we mutt aafeguard the security 
of future operations, and to protect the lives of those who will be aslced to carty them out. 

With t.hat, I'd like to turn the briefing over to my colleaitJe, Colin Powell, the Chainnan of 
the Joint Chiefs, with a &eneraJ overview of the status of the operation to date. 

General Powell: Thank you, Mr. Secrewy. Let me also express my pride, and I expect it's the 
pride of all Americans, at the professionalism with which the men and women of the armed forces 
have carried out this operation so far, and of course. I share the Secretary's concern about our 
missing ill action, and our prayeru are with the families of those who have lost loved ones, and 
especially with the families of thcrSe who do have missing in action who may well be prisoners of war. 

This is the end of the first week of operations. What I'd lil(e to do ia for a few moments 
take st<X:k with you, and anempt to dampen out the oscillations betweeo euphoria and distress that 
sometimes catches us up every hour on the hour. I'd like to do that by first reminding you of the 
military opera tional objective that we set out to accomplish, and that is simply to eject the Iraqi 
Army from Kuwai t. AJl of our activities must ultimately support thi.$ fundamental military objective. 
Of cou:rse when we achieve that objective, we then will be in a position to restore the legitimate 
Government of Kuwait and provide for the security of the region. 

We also remind you once a&a.in. as we've wd here ~viously, this is an air/lAnd/sea campairn .• 
not just an air campai&n which at some point will end. and then somethini else sta.ns. It is a single. 
coberen t. in te p ted air/la.n<Vsea campaign. 

The campaign plan has executed, so far. pretty much as we have expect.e4 with a few 
exceptions. The weather turned more severe after two and a half dAys or operation than we had 
expecred We knew we were &Oin& to have two and a half days, and then we thought we'd lose a day 
or two to weather conditioos, but those weather conditions were more severe than we expected 
when they fL'lally hit, when the front came in, and lasted a little bit lon&er than we expected. As a 
result, a nwnber of our planned missions bad to be aborted, the BOA process bas been behind schedule 
because of cloud cover and other weather problems, a.nd we have bii.d to cancel some target coverage. 
All this means is that we have tc' make tbat up, over time, but we are still, essentially, on our original 
prneplan. . 

The other poin·t I mi&ht make is that we devoted more effon than we initially thought we 
might have to to go after the SCUD taraeu that you have reported on so much in the last several 
days. Mobile SCl.JDs were the problem that we had anticipated they would be. and now that we are 
into it, and I'll say more about SCUDs later, we arc finding that it•s takin& more of an effort on our 
part to go after those SCUDs than we bad anticipated. But notwithstandin& these sorts of 
problems, we're pleased Vrith week one, and we arc ~tisfied that the contribution that the strate&ic 
air campai&n is making to our overall objective is a good contribution, and is about what we cx~ted. 

What I'd l.ike to do is discuss certain pans o( the air phue of the campaign and the results 
we've achieved in an effort to &ru~wcr your questions with ~spect to how are we doing-· how 
effective has the operation been 50 far. Let me flrst start talki.n& about the air-to-air pan of the 
campaign, how it's been goina with res~t to U.S. air forces engaged in aerial combat with In.qi air 
forces. 



Let me tum now to a.oother part of the air battle. and that bu to do with around-tO-surface 
Ali defense systems -- the SAM.s a.nd anti-aircraft guns. This chart reflecu, at 1 hiah level of 
aggregation because I don't want to Jive away too much inf01'0'lation, but the maio air defense SAM 
belt.J in red circ!es, and then the circles &oing all around the countr)' reflect their early wamin& 
capability at the bepno.ing of the operation. An exiremely large, sophisticated air de(ense system, 
principally with Soviet equipment, Soviet missile equipment. some F~h. some U.S. that was 
captured, u well as a very comprehensive rystem of trying to intepate all of those missile systems 
and iUll systems. Hardened command and control centers around the country. 

The fact of the matter is, that we we~ able to attack this air defense envelope with great 
success ove: the last week by first taking out the e.arly warning capability, blinding them, and then 
goin& after the operating centers, the various ~tor ope-rating centers that they used to wire this all 
together. For the most part, we have not been seriously affected by this very large air defense 
system. We have bad a total of 10 aircraft lost, as you know. As we go throu&h the analysis of 
how we lost thO$e alrcraft. at the moment it appears we lost two by SAM fire, surface-to-air missile 
fire, and three more by ground rm (AAA]. and the other five we're still t.a.king a look at. But when 
ycu take a look at our total losses of only ten U.S. aircraft, and I'll show you a chart there that, 
well this says SAM 1, AAA 3, I bad it the other way around, but it's something close to that. and I 
apolofiz.e for the difference in numbers. When you tale a look at the totAl of 16 aircraft losses for 
the coalition in its entirety, and you consider the number of combat sorties that have been flow, and 
the numbers of single aircraft tbtt are involved in this operation·· somewhere between 1,000-2,000 
aircraft -- this is 1 very low lou rate Cor an operation of this type. 

PuttinJ all that together, we can cooch1de that allied air forces have achieved air superiority 
over nor only the Kuwaiti theater of operations, but throughout the entire theater, to include Iraq . 
We can debate whether it's tit superiority a.s defined by American doctrine, or air supremacy as some 
of my British colleagues have alludtd., or local air superiority u 5001e of my friends in Riyadh say- I 
used to teach the subject, I own the JCS publication that nas the defU'Iition in h ·-which I helped 
write when I was :~.captain - and I C11!1 assure you, that this qualifies for the definition of air 
superiority. When you can operate in an u.nbindered way, as we have been operating, over an area like 
this against an a.ir force that size, and with a.n air defense system that sophisticated, we have achieved 
ai: superiority. 

, . 
That iJ not to 'iay that a young pilot who is Wdn& off will ny Powell says we have air 

superiority. I've eot nothing tO worry about. Not at all. wc•re dealing with an enemy that is 
resourceful, an enemy that knows bow to work around problems, an enemy that is ingenious. You 
;;an be sure that while we're here today, they're in Baahdad uying to fl.gure out work-a.rounds, trying 
to determine whe~ their weaknesses are, and see if they have capability co flx those weaknesses . 
Every pilot that goes a&ainst this environment, still bu to be concerned that be is going a&a.i.nsr ~ 
environment that has the potential of taking dOWtl his airplane. So we are not Jetting complacent, we 
are not writing this off, but Ln. terms of how it looks at General Scbwankopf's level and at my level. 
we have air superiority. With that air 1uperiority, we can now begin to use our air forces to simply 
maintain this superiority and start to concentrate down closer to the Kuwaiti tbc.ater of operations. 
remember..ng once a.gai.n. our military objective is the Iraqi Army in KuwaiL We have free run of the 
area, as much a.s possible. Tbere will still be losses, and I don "t want to understate that, but in 
general, air superiority. 

s 
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building that you've just biL You've 5Cen some JfU1 film footage of a luer-auided bomb going 
down the vent shaft of a buildini, boom, it blows up, it bums down. there you bave it It doesn't 
work t.hal way when you have a deployed armored brigade i.a the field. They're spread out, they're 
dui in, they'n: hiding·· they·~ not stand.ini out there like a building. They're avoiding air attack. 
They are going to put out du.mmie' to try to deceive you as to their exact locations. They're eoing 
lO put in primary positiOM a.nd alternate positions and Supplementary positions. They're JOiOJ tO dig 
in their lines of communication. They're &oing to put in overhead cover. Those lank$ are designed 
not to be easily destroyed. 

So going after that kind of unit is a much more difficult proposition, but they are vulner-able. 
there's no qu~stion about it. We are now turning our anention a.nd selectin& munitions, and selecting 
target packa~es to go after that army which, in effect, is sittin& out mere not dol.na anythina. It has 
not moved since the operation be&a.n. There bas been no major, in fact there have ~n no minor 
shifts of units around. It is, for the most part, sitting there, dua in, waiting to be attacked, and 
attacked it will be. But it is also sifting there without air support. without anythina to keep the 
attack from being prosecuted against them, and with each passine day, with a reduced ability to bring 
in lo&istics doW!! the lioes of communication. There is no question that this large force will become 
weaker every day ·- th.al's absolutely mathematical. We're &Oin& to do evcrythine we can to make 
sure that army cannot be reinforced with new troops, and over time. they will have increasing 
difficulty to resupply it. 

Yet that anny has good soldiers. The units are of va.ryin& quality. The Republican Guard, as 
we've said many times, is quite &ood. Other paru of the force are not quite ao &ood. We have 
anecdotal evidence of some low morale. and anecdotlll evidence of some defections, but it is not a 
trend yet. We have started to Jet some bomb damap assessment oo the Republican Guard units that 
we've been strildnJ. In some cases, the analysts who look at tht~e photos- and I look at them as 
well -- tell me, you see that unit out there? It's taken about 40 percent damaec. I can't tell that, 
you've got to be an cx~rt. But there is dam.a&e taking place. Other unitJ that we have hit. we've 
looked at the phC'Itop-aphs and u.id we didn't get a &ood hit on that, they're just too ruspersed, 
we've got to eo back and do it a,ain, very li&bt damage a&ainst that u.nil So you arc not &oin& to 
get, and we will be unable to give you.. the kind of rapidly moving and adjusting score card on how 
we're doio& agairut that army for 10me time. 

You really doo.,'t know bow you·re doiaJagainst an army u.ntil that army trle5 to perform its 
function. If it•s just sitting there taking the punishment. we bow we're hurtin& it. We really don't 
know how badly W'C 've hun it until it a tartS to move, until it comes up on the radlo so we can hear 
i1 tallc:ing to other uniu, until we ~an see defections come out of it, or if it'• necessary to 10 in and 
fight it. So we a.re seeina some anecdotal evidence, but the BDA is still out on that, and we really 
have only begun to do the job on it. 

I'd like to close by sayin& a few words about some of the strate&ic campa.i.&n W'gets we had 
up here. First, let me just make one point on this slide that I forgot earlier. ~a mea.s~ of 
effecti~ncu of how we•re doing in the air camptJan. J just pull thete two thin&a out -I've laundered 
them so you can't re.ally tell what I'm talkin& a bow because I don't want the Iraqis to know what I'm 
talk.in& about, but trust me. (IAu&flter) 

This reflec~ an order of mafO.ltude of el~c eminion.s out of the Iraqi radar system. It 
shows that early in December and throu&h De«mbcr they wece operating about over~ with SAM, 
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of Deren5e, their Defense lntelli&cnce Center, their main communications node,, and they're doing it, 
for tbe most pan, on generator power, because we have taken care of the central power system 
within the city. He still does retain the ability to command and control. 

We a.re also now cumin& our attention i.ncreuinJly to military production facilities •• how he 
makes bombs, bow be makes weapons, bow be makes repair paru. This is a tuaet category that we 
will go after at our leis~ over time. We're in no bu:rry. We don't want to wute sorties on things 
that are further down the priority list if we can aet w them further down the priority list. 

The most significant problem we have ri£b.t now are the SCUDs·· th~'s no doubt about it. 
When you think of what Saddam Hussein has done for the past wee~ be bu not thrown a single 
militaiy punch back. at us. What he has done is used this we.tpon of terror, the SCUDs, as was 
mentioned earlier by the Secretary, to eo after populations, to ,o after cities. Why? As a weapon 
of terror to try to ex.pa.nd the conflict, to try to draw in the Israelis · · and I must say, I'm 
~x.rremely pleased with the restra.i.Dt that the Israeli Government hu shown so fu, but it is a vexing 
problem. They are mobile systems. Some of them Ik-e very sophisticated Soviet mobile systems
others are nothing more than a flat bed lnlck: with a raiJ on it that they've locally fabricated. We 
only have estimates of how many of these weapons they have, but we have made it a high priority to 
locate these weapons and to go after them, and a significant part or our capability is directed toward 
that SCUD facility - those SCUD facilitiC$ and mobile SCUDs. 

I know there's been a gre.u deal. of interest in bomb damage assessmeot. I wish I could show 
you the photographs that we have access to, but because o! $0W'CeS and methods, and because we are 
in an ongoing operation, and boca use we do not want 1.0 enemy to have knowledge of what our real 
C'apabilities are, we cannot show you those pbotouaphs. Wbat I have done, instead, is I have made 
svme line drawings, had some line dnwings made. They're rather crude. They're kind of canoonish, 
but 1 just want to give you a sense of what our anatystJ loolc at. I will assure you, that what I'm 
about to show you comes directly from the actual ima&oty, but we have, obvio~Jy, done it in a way 
that it does not give away a.ny o£ our capability. 

This was a large production facility, pan of his military i.nfrutructure. It was struck by 
precision weapons in the first couple of days of the operation. This is a very accurate reflection of 
what the thing looks like - 10tal destructioa • 

. · 
The point I want to m&b is, our analystS can see this to thiJ level of detail a.nd give us hich 

assurance that thiJ place lw been deJtroyed. 

Q: Were there weapons produced there at all? 
A: It was an unconventional production Cacility. 

Here is an example o£ a bunker compte~ 111d ifs a cue where we went after selected buildings. 
These two were revetted, they bad barrien ato\Uld them. We went after thcac with precision 
weapons. I think this one was done over a period of a couple of days. You ao strike it. you act an 
assessment back of the amount of da.tnap you have i..nfl.icted on the facility, you 10 back and strike it 
again. This has received cnouS}l dama&e that I would SO$peet that the tar&etee:n over ln CENT AF are 
not going to waste a sortie at this time eoi.ng back and taking care of this last rerna.in.i.n& buildin&. 
These were the key ones. These ~ fed into what' was happenin& at these twO facilities, so we have 

9 
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Q: Hu that created a problem at all, for the rest of ... 
Cheney: I wouldn't say it's created a problem ln that aense. I think it would be fair to say 

that the systems that are focused on dealin& with the SCUD threat are not available to deal with 
other threats, but we always knew we were going to have to deal with the SCUD threat, we always 
Jcnew that was a potential problem. We've &.s!N.Dled be may have chemical warheads to &O on the 
SCUDs, so until we've got a hi&h de~ of a.ssutaDCe that we've dealt with that problem, we will 
continue to devote resources to it. 

11 

Q: You said the campaign b goinJ very well The fint thing you cited was the air superior
ity. Do you really feel that you were .rul.ly challen~ by the Iraqi Army, number one? You said they 
re;illy have been in the bunken. Number two, you talked about command and control each day, but 
there are many reportS saying that Saddarn Hu$~in is four stories below, underneath the Presidential 
Palace, and fert)ing between the Defense Ministry. Number three, you talked about taking out the 
nuclear sites, but many people thou&ht urly on that this would not be a lone-term th.reat. So do 
ycu feel that possibly you could be overly pn:dictini a rosy type oi outcome in li&ht of this'? 

Cheney: I tried in my remarks towards the close to focus on the fact that we have to 
anticipate there will be 3.dditional surprises. You can by no means count him out yet, given the size 
i.:>rce he has, that he could try to find some way to surge his air force all at once, or go after 
targets that be's not &one after yet. As the Otainnan mentioned. we haven't really seen any 
aggressive military response by him to ~te. He's basically &one to ground and hunkered down. The 
only safe assumption for us to make, especially when we're ta.lld.nJ to the press, is be cautious here. 
We're o-yin& to be cautious, and no one wants to declare that he no lonJer corutitutes a threat. 
11lat would be a very serious mistake. 

Q: Do you think this could be a strateJY, as many military analystl believe, to inflict 
maximwn casualties? 

0\eney: It could well be a strategy, and bued in part upoa the !act that be has not yet been 
able to find a way to deal with our capabilities. 

Q: You mentioned, General Powell mentioned tv;o timC$, Soviet aJr defenses, Soviet SCUD 
missiles. How much military cooperation are you JettinJ from the Soviet Union in dealing with this" 

Oleney: I had general diKUS$ions when I wu ill Moscow, in October, in a mcetin' with senior 
Soviet officials and Marshal Yazov,about the situation in the Gulf. I think it would be fair tO say 
mat it was their view that Saddam Hussein did cot possess any lignif'lCant capability that we were 
unaware of. They desCribed the systems that they bad provided to him u systems that were &eneral.ly 
available - like T • 72 tanks -- co their allies; specifically we talked about tbe SCUD. He made it clear 
then that there waJ no guidance Syttem for the SCUD, it's just a balll.atic missile that goes wherever 
it goes . tt•s not a hlghly accurate or very sophisticated system. 

I think probably the ~atest two contributions the Soviets have made to this venture •. one 
has been their cooperation and support of the policy in the United Nations. which have been vtry 
si&nificant; and the other is that they have shot off the flow of arms c~ports to Iraq. The situation 
we're faced with today would be far more difficult if Saddam Hussein were able to act resupplied in 
tenns of the key pieces of military equipment that we've been worldna to destroy. 

· Q: Sir, bow effective have the Inqis been at repairin& the dainaac to their airfields and othe-r 
tar&ets? And how effective have they been at fooling you with decoya in tbeir sctro missile 
depa.rtment? 
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iota what they may be thinking, but I would suspect that ri&ht now they are hunkerina down, and 
they probably are questionin& whether we can keep this up for an extended period of time, and 
whether or not the political will and public ropport will be there to keep this up for an extended 
period of time, and I'm sure they're making an assessment day-by-day in what their losses are, and 
making their ow a ju<iple!)t as to how Jon& they can sustain this kind of punishment 
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I would be the happiest JUY in the 'NOrld if ooe day one bomb aoes ln oo a Republican Guard 
unit and they say th~t's i~ we break. We can't take any more, we're headini home, and they leave·· 
but I can't plan on that. So what I'm putting in place, what General Scbwarttopf is puttina in place, 
I should say, and the campaizn plan that General Schwarzkopf bas worked out, is to anticipate that at 
the end of the day, when they are so weakened that we believe the time is right and air power alone 
won't do i4 we're prepa.red to take this to a successful conclusion urine ether means of combat 
power besides air power. That's been a consistent. .. 

Q: ... anticipated in planning the air campaign by the Iraqi military, a lay-low strategy? 
Powell: I'd rather not say what r anticipated, becau$e it might give Mr. Hussein some insi5ht 

on what I'm anticipating now. 

Q: Mr. SecreW')', you said a minute ago tha.t Saddam Hussein cannot chan'e the basic course 
of this conflict - be will be defeated. Is the~ any reason to believe that he and his circle of advisers 
believes that? And what ue you doing to make him believe that? And if you're not doin& anything, 
why not? 

Cheney: I think if it was difficult before the conftict started to try to asse.s Saddam 
Hussein ·s mental attitude and his thinking about all these Jdnw of issues, it's probably even mo~ 
difficuJt now. There's no press left i.n Baifldad, very little diplomatic communication throuah other 
countries. We know less today about wha.t's goin& on inside Saddam Hussein's mind than we did 
then. So it would be risky bu~iness for us, I think, to make judgments about that. 

It may well be that he does not have as much information u we do about the impact we've 
had on his forces; that having, in many cues, damaged his command and control system and bad the 
impact that Colin shows with respect to his a.ir capability, etc., that he simply doesn't know how 
badly be's be<:n hit. I t.hi.nk ultima.rely, M'll aet the message- I would hope that be will. And we~ 
detennined, in terms of the statement I made, to achleve our military objective, which it t.o do wtar 
the President has ~ Ul to do, which is to act Saddlm Hussein out of Kuwait. 

Q: Is part of the pla.n that he should not know? Would you like to visit a minimum level of 
destruction, for instance, upon the Republican Guard, before he knows it? 

Cheney: It's difficult to refine it tha.t carefully. Once you start military action, you can 10 
after those specific targetJ we've hud out there, but we believe the Republican Ouard is at the heart 
of his military capability and his political po'WCt. But that's the unit that he uacd to ta.ke Ku?r·ait, 
those are the units that be used ill his war with 1ra.n for offensive purposes- they art the heart of 
the re&ime. We're not really tryinJ to fine tune it. We'll bit the R.cpublica.n Ouardj\Ut u hard a.s we 
have to until we've achieved our objectives. 

Q: We know that he bas, in the past several days, demonstrated a capability to put salvos of 
Set;'Ds over major cities from Tel Aviv across the area of the Persian Gulf'. If he marries them now 
with chemical weapons, poison gas or other, are 9r"e prepami, and would we, respond in kind? 
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Q: On the SCUD threat. what percentqe of the SCl.iD launchers would you say •• mobile and 
fixed -- have been destrOyod; and how weU are the allies on their way toward destroyin' the full 
SCUD capability so that the Saudis and the Israelis won't have to worry about that? 

Cheney: I don't think you can put a hard percenta&e on the &mount of his capabill ty that • s 
been destroyed. We know he had a lalle number of missiles before this started. The missiles are 
importA.rtt, but the launcben arc even more important. We know we've been able to attack 
successfully ma.ny of the fixed rites. We continue to work on those fixed sites. We know he's got 
mobile capability, but we have some confidence we've destroyed some of that mobile capability. But 
it's a nebulous ldnd of thing. They're relatively small pieces of equipment; they can hide in the desert; 
they can come out at ni&ht and launch; it doesn't require any great degree of sophistication for them 
to be able to operate. It's one of those problems that may be with us Cor so;ne period of time, and 
it's a matter o( reducin& the odds as much as possible, of goloJ agareasively after his laUJlcb 
capability, but also defending the wge~. which is why we've deployed Patriot both in Saudi Arabia 
and in Israel. 

Q: Wbo flred the Pauiot that apparently hit or didn't hit the SCUD that did the dama&e in 
Tel Aviv yesterday? 

Powell: IDF. (Israeli Defense Forte) 

Q; Why did they do it instead of the U.S. crews? 
Powell: Either one could have done it, whoever was in p<nition. The U.S. crew was working 

with a power problem, a &eoerator problem they bad at the time, and IDF &Ot acquisition and fJied. 

Q: Did that Patriot bit the SCUD? 
Powell: I really would prefer to defer to the IDF to comment on their actions. I'm just 

passing on a report I heard. 

Q: Just goin& back to an earlier line or questionin,, what is your view of the &rJUITle!lt that 
in fact the Saddam Hussein strategy is limply to stretch this war out u Jon& as possible, forcing the 
allied troops into a loog, bloody &rotllld war- be's enjoying some s~u in that How do you view 
that; and is there anyth.in& you can really do if he continues 10 husband his resources as he's been 
doing? 

Oleney: I'm not a millwy stra.tepat to the C)ttent that my colleague. General Powell. might 
be; but lookinJ at it (l:om the perspective of U.S. forces venw Iraqi f'orcea, he really hun't got 
mucb choice at this poinL He iJ pursuing a ltt'ltegy, perhaps of necessity. If he comes up with his 
a.ir forces in significant numbers, I think we'll see the kind of ratio that Colin talked about in terms 
of 19·0 or 19-1 on his entire air force, and he would Jose it and lain very little for it. He doesn't 
have any significant naval capability. He•s n:.ally left witb a very large army - that's always beeo the 
heart of his miliwy strcnJth, and his success in the ln.niinq War was to dig in and bunker down and 
defend against Lie human wave assaults by Iranian =na&ers. That's not the kind of situation be's 
faced with tcxay. 

I t.hink the rea.son he will not be sue<:essful with the wait4 it-out straten-. is that u lone a.s ~ 
is sitting there waitinJ, we are madily and progTC$sively destroying hil unconventional warfare 
capability, fiodin& and dcitroying his SCUDs. takini out his air force piece·by-piece, and now, as the 
Chairman pointed out. aggressively workin1 over hi~ ground f~ in Kuwait I think time is clearly 
on our side. And jiven our dominance in the air and our capability to do sipifiC~.Dt dama,e to his 
ground forces that uch day, each week that 1oes by be geu weaker and wept stronpr. 
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The last time 1 had the opportunity to be here was about a year ago just after the 
release of the Pr~ldent's National Transporution Policy. 1 commented then on the 
incredible pace of change taking place throughout tht world. Even then, none of us 
would have imagined that a year later the United States would be engulfed in a 
major wer In the Middle East. 

The outcome of Desert Storm, and tht fortunes of our men and woman involved 
in the conflict -- including our prisoners of war •• artt our foremost concerns. The 
Department of Transportation hes contributed to the effort from the be~inning. 
The United States Coast Guard Is, of course, directly involvtd in the campa1gn. We 
have also worked closely with the United States Transportation Comm1nd, assisting 
In the task of transporting our armed forces .and materiel oversees. 

Indispensable to Transcom's mission has been the ocean·goln~ Ready Restrvt 
Force and the Civil Reserve Air Fleet, both of which are admmistered by the 
Department of Transportation. Opt ration Desert Shield marked the first tlmt ever 
that these important componenu of our national defense wert called into active 
duty. To date, the RRF has activated 69 vess.elt, dalivtring almost thirty percent of 
tht total supplies carried by see for D~rt Storm. The airlift component has involved 
79 civilian aircraft making twenty three hundred flights, and transporting 256,000 
people. 

The enormous size and unprecedented international effort that is Oewrt Storm 
may prove to be the springboard of a ntw world order. It certainly underKores the 
revolutionary changes occurring in tht world tod1y. Our thoughts continue to bt 
focused on the men and women serving in the Persian Gurf, and we will do 
everything possible to support their valiint efforts. At tht samt time, other events 
in the world require our attention. One of thew matters is the revolution that 
began mort than twelve years ago in the airline industry. 

·mort· 
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Number two, the cort of jet fuel rose dramatically following .Iraq's invuion of 
Kuwait in August. Jet fuel is the stcond largest component of the Industry's 
operating costs. Each one cent lncreas.e in the cost of a gallon of jet fuel imposes an 
extraS 164 million on tht industry. 

Number three, deregulation -· based as It Is on the principles of a free market·· 
allowed airlines greater latitude. Some airline executives and their companies never 
quite adjusted to the rigor1 of the marketplace, and suffered accordingly. Others 
took on massive and exceuive debt, and h•ve found it difficult to service that debt in 
a slow economy. In some re5pects, alrlint management and the Investment 
community are themselves responsible for the industry's current situation. 

Number four, most airlines have not been able to brin9 their labor costs under 
control. For examplt, the averlgt salary for one carriers pilots and copilots is 
S 114,000. The 'v~rage salary for fts maintenance workers is approximately $51,000. 
Pilots and copilots industry-wide make $90,000 on average. Thit's five times what 
the average American worker earns. For all airline wmployees -- including 
reservation agenu, ticket clerks, janitor1, and baggage h1ndlers •• the average 
employee earns approximately tw1ce the notional average. 

These wages are not the product of a strictly free market. When pilots at one 
major airline average $114,000 a year, while pilots with similar experience and 
ability at another airline averege $58,000 a year, one might question whether 
something is seriously out of balance in the airlfne labor market. 

Today's market Is still distorted by vestiges of the era of regulation which allowed 
airlines to pass on uneconomically nigh costs, such as thoSt rtquired by the Reilw~y 
~bor Act of the 1930s. Outdated legislation contains, among other things, never
ending procedures to resolve disputes, and allows for s condary boycotts. The 
market Is further distorted by the simplt fact that a strike is .specially devastating to 
an airline, whose customers can, and will, quickly switch to • competitor's flights. 

1 belitvt thes• distortions hlvt cre1ted •n unhtalthy environmtnt for tht 
consumer. In contrast to other industrits, airline manager1 and their employees 
appear to be oblivious to the long range 'onsequer<~cts for the industry caused by an 
imbalance in power between tabor •nd menagtment. /n the end, of course, the 
consumer loses: Either consumers must pay for 11igh industry salaries through higher 
fares, or 'irlintS will continue to hemorrhage fin1nclelly. 

One thing Is ctrt•in: consolid•tion Is no grounds for p1nic. Thart may wtll be 
fewer major airlines in the 1990s than thtrt were at the end of the 1980s. But even 
if this happens, we have every fiason to btlltvt thlt robust <ompttltlon will 
continut. Under a deregulated system of hub-and-spoke networks and low barrier1 
to entry, existing camers c•n serve virtually eny market in the nation. As a 
consequence, competition should continue to thrive. 

tt is likely that, as the Industry consolidates further, some of the lowest fares In 
the market may disappear. AH of us, I$ consumers, appreciate the low f•res 
produced by tlie almost desperate marketing strattgits that we've seen In the 
current downturn. But we also know that unre1llstically low prices art a bad 
bargain in the long run. Unless airlines are able to cover their costs, they tvtntually 
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Tht fir1t sttps towerd thet development Cjn bt seen today In the impon•nt 
linkages that airlines from different countries are forging with tech other in a qvest 
for more effective marketing tools. Ont means of establishing such linkages is the 
medium of Investment. 

It Is eS$ential thet our international aviation policy acknowl~dgt this trend and 
re~pond to It effectively. U.S. ctrriers mvst stay ahild of the p11ck In th~ move 
tow'rd glob•lizltion. 

We have conclud~d that ont of the important steps wt can t4kt in this 
connection is to create an environment more receptive to foreign Investment in the 
u.s. airline industry. To that end, we have decided to refine our Interpretation of 
the foreign owne11hip statute. We will no longer consider total foreign equity 
investment, by Itself, to be an Indicator of foreign control if it is Jess than SO ~ercent 
of total equity. And wt will not consider debt financing obtained from foreign 
sources es 1 potential means of control, provided the loan agreement confers no 
extraordin1ry rights on tht foreign lel'lder. 

Regarding foreign dlrtctors and officers, there is no need to formulate more 
stringent limits as we have done in tht past. Instead, we will allow forel~n 
membership on 1irline boards to reflect their voting stock ownership .... as long as it 
satisfies the statutory ceiling, 1nd as long as representatives of foreign airlines do 
not take part in dec1sions affecting competition. Our recent order relating to the 
transection between Continental 1nd Scandinavian Air was consistent w1th this 
approach. 

In announcing these chan~es, I w1nt to emphasize that I am not now calling for 
any change in tfle SUtute, smct I am not persuaded yet that such changes are 
warranted, and because statutory amendm~nts require ureful consideration and 
debate within the Congress. Thus, existing ceilings on foreign ownership of voting 
1tock 1nd citizenship rtquirements for officertand director1 will have to bt complied 
with. 

In line with this appro1ch, I am pleastd to 1nnounce th•t the Department of 
Tr1nsport1tion is iSSfJtng '" order todly which will allow KLM to m•lnt•ln • 
significant investment In Northwest Airlints. It is 1ppropriate that this dtcision 
invorvts an investment by 1 carritr whose government has entered into a very llberil 
aviation rtlationship with the United States. Our decision clarifies, and In significant 
ways relaxes, the reurictlons on foreign investment that are tht product of past 
i nttrprttatlons. 

Taken together, tht1t changes will allow U.S. airlines to attract additional 
foreign capital. Thty will not compromise national security, and they will not 
diminish our ability to foster a mort open 1nd competitive inttrnltional aviation 
marketpl1ct. 

Number two, an important Administretion policy goal is to place even greater 
emphosis on the importance of safeguarding the competitiveness of tnt U.S. 
industry. 

Because so many foreign ~overnments continue to limit the numbtr of U.S. 
carriers that may fly to their cit1es, the Department of Transportation- even In 1991 
- Is required to wrec:t particular U.S. carrie" to strvt particular foreign routts. We 
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We will !lso ptopow a rule exploring w1ys to eliminitt certain lnti·competitive 

practices involving computer reservation systems. The rule would allow use of 
additional software and hardware, as well as greater ability for travel1gents to use 
"vera! computer reservations systems. 

Number five, many have asktd whtthtr it might be appropria~ to allow foreiQn 
airlines to comptte in the U.S. market and to allow U.S. airlines to compete m 
foreign markets. This could be one important way, It Is argued, to Increase eirllnt 
competition In the United States even In the fa" of • consolidating u.s. airline 
industry. 

Late last year, I announced jointly with Canadien Transport Minister Doug Lewis 
that our two governments would soon begin negotiating towerd the establishment 
of a truly open U.S.-Cenadian aviation market. In the course of those negotiations, 
we said the question of internal market access - celled •cabotage• - would b• 
addrts$ed. I believe that those negotiations·· due to btgin In a couple of months •• 
will serve ts en Important crucible for tht t~ing of tht caboage proposition . 

Number six, I said e year ago that we would take steps to extend the benefit1 of 
domestk deregulation to international travel. New bilater•l egreem~nts with Japan 
and the United Kingdom, our liberalization discussions with the Canadian 
government, today's loreign investment order, •nd our Cities Program are key 
examples of the progress we've made. Under the Cities Progrem, I can announce 
that today we htve ipproved KLM's request to provide the only nonstop service to 
tnt continent of Europe from Minneapolis. That's good neW~ for Minneapolis and 
for the ever-expending world of international aviation. 

The Department's efforts will be impor'Unt ··end controve~ial --but alone, they 
will not be enough. Airline management must continue to look beyond our borde~, 
whether by flying internationally themwlves or by entering into •gretmtnU with 
foreign c.arrler1. Management will have to renew its entrepreneuriel spirtt, just's it 
did in the 1980s when It met the challenges of deregulation -· and created 
opportunity, rather thin simply waiting for it to h1ppen. 

In some respects, airline executives have failed to look beyond the ntxt qu•rter. 
And some have not hesitated to ask the U.S. government •• which means tht 
American.axpayer -·to bail them out. I~ ~hould come i.s no surprise that I have not 
tooked w1th favor on these requests. Atrlmes art perm•tttd to e•m end keep thetr 
proflu. They 5hould not expect the taxpayer to beer their losses. 

As for airline labor, It must look at the realltiM of the industry, and determine 
whether greater wage demands art in its own btst interests. It is euentlal thet the 
industry come to grips with the high cost of paying its employees. Failure to do so 
will ensure that no one wins: not emp/oye•s, whos. jobs wllf be placed at risk; not 
air/in•s. who may be forced out of business; and certainly not corrsumers, who will 
ultimately foot tnt bill through higher fares. 

As the sad experience of Eastern Airlines demonstrates, there art no winners 
when Jebor and management do not work together. At Eastern, something went 
•wry In thtl•bortmenegtment relationship. And th• result it the dtmiM of a greet 
American carrier. 

·more-
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Secretary of Tranaportatlon Samuel K. Sklnner today announced that the 

Department of TranJportatlon would stgnl11cantJy relax current restrictlons on foreign 

Investment in U.S. airlines. 

''We have concluded that one of the important stepa we e&n take ••• lS to c:reate 
an envlronment more receptive to foreign Jnvestment in the U.!. alrllne industry," 
Skinner scJd In a addre" at the National Press Club ln Washington. 

Under the new policy, Skinner s.td, Investment ot up to 4' percent of total equity 
obtained from forej&fl &ourcts would not aeneraUy, by Jt~l1, be c:onJldered an lndiator 
of forel&n control. Nor would the department consider debt u 1 foreign control wue 
unless the loan agreement provides spe<:lal rl&hts to the debt holder that imply control. 
He added th&t DOT would allow foreign memb.rshlp on the corporate boards of U.S. 
air lines to reflect their votlnc stock owners hlp, u long a.s lt satl.s flea the statutory 
ceillng, and as long as representAtives of forei&n alrllnes do not take part ln decl!lons 
aUectlng competition. 

Current law and precedent limits foreljn ownershlp of votln& stock in u.s. alrllnes 
to 2' percent,. places a ceillna on the number ol dlrectors and officers who can be 
foreign dtlzen~ (one-third), and requires that u.s. carrJera be controlled by u.s. 
cltizena. Skinner said that the adminl3trative ~hanges he wu announclna were 
consi.stent with current law &nd prec:.dent. 

Skinner announced tt\at, In conjunction wlth this new pollcy, DOT would &!low 
KLM Royal Dutch AlrUnea to malnt&ln a si&ni11cant investment in Northweat Airlines. 

With respect to &irllne deregulation, Skinner said, ''lt Js "markablt that aomt still 
argue that deregulation was a bad Idea &nd ought to be reversed. It iJ time to declare 
the dereaulation debate over and &•t on with the challenges of the 19CJOs. 

"Every credible an&!ysit ol airline competlton ln the 1910s h&s declared 
deregulation a success," Skinner said. "Last yt&r, the Department of Transportation 
releued the results of the most comprehensive u~asment of dereS'Jl&don to date. 
And our onaolng analyses followlns that 13-volume study confirm that deresuJation has 
provided major benefits tor American travelers," 

-more-
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OPERATION DESERT STORM IS BARELY A WEEK OLD; AND WliiLE TH.!R! 
ARS SURELY GOING TO 8S SOMS OlfFlCULT TIMES AHEAD, INITJ AJ.~ 
RESULTS HAVE BE~N GRATIFYING. MILITARILY, THB OPERATION IS 
OBVIOUSLY PROCEEDING ACCORDING TO CAREFUL PLAN. THE BRAVE MEN 
AND WOMEN OF DESERT STORM -- A FORCE DRAWN FROM 26 DIFFERENT 
NATIONS -- ARE FIGHTING WITH SK!LL AND DETERMINATION TO 
LIBERATE KUWAIT. THEY ARE AvSO FIGHTING WITH STATB-OF•THE-ART 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY, TO ADVANCE OUR CAUSS AND MINIMIZE 
CASUALTIES. THEY HAVE OUR FULLEST SUPPORT, AND OUR CONTINUING 
PRAYERS FOR A SUCCESSFUL MISSION AND A SAFE ReTURN TO FRIENDS 
AND FAMILIES. 

AS A NATION, WE CAN TAKE GREAT COMFORT IN THE PRESIDENT'S 
~XPERIENCBO LEADERSHIP. AS SECRETARY OF BNBRGY, I HAVB 
WATCHED AT FlRST-H~ND HIS IMPRESSIVE EFFORTS IN BUILDING THE 
MULTINATIONAL COALITION NOW ARRAYED AGAINST SADDAM HUSSEIN. 
THE PRESIDENT HAS SHOWN BOTH TOUGHNESS AND COMP~SSlON. 
UNWILLING TO COMPROMISE ON PRINC!PLB OR GIVE ANY GROUND TO 
THE AGGRESSOR, HE NEVERTHE~ESS WENT THE EXTRA MILE AND PVRSU£0 
ALL POSSIBLE DIPLOMATIC AVENUES IN THE SEARCH FOR A PEAC~FV~ 
.AND JUST SOLUTION. FINALLY, WHEN WAR CAME, THE COALITION WAS 
TRULY UNITED AND SUPERBLY PREPARED. 

WE CAN ALSO BE ENCOURAGeD THAT, AT THE OUTBREAK 0~ HOSTILITlES, 
OIL P·RICES DID NOT SOAR, AS SO MANY HAD FORECAST. IN FACT, 
QUITE THB OPPOSIT~ OCCURRED. THIS IS NO ACCIDENT. RATHER, 
IT IS THE RESULT OF INITIAL ~ILITARY SUCCESSES AND A GREAT DEAL 
OF PLANNING AND INTERNATIONAL COO~ERATION, BEFORE OUTBRBAK OF 
HOSTILITIES. 

I WAS IN THE MIDDLg BAST LAST MONTH, AND SPOKE FRANKLY WITH 
BOTH SAUDI AND UAE LEADBRS AS WELL AS GENERAL SCHWARZKOPF. MY 
PVRPOSB WAS TWOFOLD: FIRST, TO VALIDATB FIRSTHAND THAT, EVEN 
IN THE EVENT OF HOSTILITIES, THE OIL FIELDS WBRE GOING TO 
CONTINUE TO OPBRATE; AND, SECOND, TO ENSVRE THAT THB DEPARTMENT 
OF ENERGY HAD EfFECTIVE CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION WITH SAUDI 
AND U.S. OFFICIALS. WE WERE SUCCf;SSFUL ON BOTH COUNTS. 

SAUDI AND UAE OIL FIBLDS AND FACILITIES ARE WBLL PROTECTED 
AGAINST HI~ITARY THREAT AND WILL CO~~INUi:TO PRODUCB POR A 
NUMBER OF REASONS: 

FIRST, THB SAUDIS HAVS EXPSRT OPERATING AND 
SECURITY PBRSONN!I;L IN PLACE. 

SECOND, THE MULTINATIONAL FORCE IS WBLL POSITIONED 
TO HELP OEFENO THEM. 

THIRD, PRBCAUTIONS HAVE BEEN TAKBN THERB AGAINST 
THE THREAT OF TERRORISM. 

HERE AT HOME, WS'V! ALSO ACTED RESPONSIBLY 51NCB AUGUST 2. 
AT THE PRESIDENT'S URGING W~'VE MANAGED TO INCREASE DOMESTIC 
OIL PRODUCTION BEYOND PRIOR PLANS BY OVBR 150,000 BARREL$ A 
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THE SAME SITV~TION APPLIES TO THE PRICING OF CRUDE 01~ AND 
PRODVCTS, I~ WE WTTNESS TRADER PhNlC ~T ANY OJVRN MOMENT --
PhRTICVUARLY I¥ WE ARE FACED WITH SOME VN5VRST~NTIATED REPORT, 
fOR EXAMPLE, ABOUT A RUMORED ATTACK 0~, OR FIRE lN, A SAUDI 
OIL YIELD -- WB COVLD SEE ~ QUICK SPIKE IN PRICES NOT 
B8CAVSB OF A REAL SVPPlJY SHORTAGE, 13\J'J' BECAUSE OF INSTANT AND 
RUMOR-INSPIRED TRADER BEHAVIOR. 

WE'VS KNOWN FROM THE BEGINNING TH~T THE KEY TO BVILDINO 
CONFIDENCE AND AVOIDING PANIC WOULD BE CREDIBLE INFORMATION 
FLOW -- PRECISE, REAL-TIM! INFORMATION THA1' VALIDATES PACT 
ANP QUELLS RUMOR. THIS IS WHY A1' DOE WE'VB BBEN WORKING FOR 
THB PAST SEVERAL MONTHS TO IMPROVE OUR ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE 
WITH THE SAUDIS AND U.S. O~FICIALS IN TH~ REGION ON OIL 
MATTERS, AND THEN TO GnT ACCURATE INFORMATION OUT QUICKLY TO 
ALL 50 GOVERNORS, TO FEDERAL AND STATE ENERGY OFFICIALS, TO 
THE MEDIA, AND TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLB. WS HAVE INSTALLED 
S'l'AT£- OF-THE-ART EQU1PMEN1', AND PUT AN !FFBCTIVS NETWORK IN 
PLACE. 

DOE IS NOW lN A POSITION TO CONFIRM INFORMATION DIRECTLY WITH 
OFFICIALS ON THE SCENE, AND 'l'HEN GET TH~ CO~R.!CT INFORMATION 
OUT QUICK~Y. WH ARE MANNING AN EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTE:ft 
24 HOURS A DAY. WE HAVE OUR OWN PERSON IN DHAH~, TO MONITOR 
EVENTS IN TH8 MOST EXPOSED SAUDI OIL ri~LDS. W8 FAX OIL DATA 
DAILY TO MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, TO EVERY GOV~RNOR IN TH! NATION. 
AND TO STATS SNE~GY OFFICIA~. 

ALL OF THIS IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE TH8 NATION'S DBCISION-MAK!RS 
AND ALL OUR CITIZENS WITH ACCURATE, REAL-TIME INFORMATION AND 
TO NEUTRALIZE RUMORS. f'Of< EXAMPL~, ON~ RUMOR SAID THAT LLOYD'S 
OF LONDON WOULD NO LONGER lNSURE TANKBRS IN THE GULP', A RUMOR 
WE FOUND TO BE COMPLETELY UNTRUE AND ONB WHICH WE QUICKLY 
DSBUNJ<EO. 

ANOTHER RUMOR STATED THAT AN IRAQI MISSIL~ HAD TAKEN OUT A 
SAUDI REFINERY. THIS RUMOR, AGAIN, WAS ~RUB. THOUGH THS 
MISSILE MANAGED TO HIT A 260,000 GALLON CRUDE STORAGB TANK, 
lT DIDN'T DAMAGB A REFINERY, NOR DID IT AFFBCT OIL EXPORT 
FLOW. 

IN TH8 PAST W!EK -- A MOMENTOUS WEEK ~- WB HAVE SB~ IMPIUtSSIVB 
MILITARY ACTlONS BY OUR TROOPS, IN CONCERT WITH OTHERS IN 
THE MULTINATIONAL FORCB1 AND WS HAVE ESEN A HIGH LBVB~ OF 
INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION TO MAINTAIN STABILITY IN THS WORLD 
OXL MARJ<BT. 

IN ADDRESSING THE NATION LAST WSBK, PRESlDBNT BUSH SAlD: 

"WHEN WE ARIS SUCCESSFUL -- AND WE WILL BB -- WE HAVE 
A REAL CHANCE AT THIS NEW WORLD ORD!R, AN OROBR IN 
WHICH A CREDIBLB UNITED NATIONS CAN USB ITS PEACEKEEPING 
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OPeRATION DESERT STORM IS BAR8LY A WEEK OLD; AND WHILE 
THERE ARE SURELY GOING TO BE SOME Dl~FICVLT TIMBS AHEAD, 
INITIAL RESULTS HAV~ 6EEN GRATlF'iiNO. MILITARILY, Tim 
OP~RATION IS OBVIOUSLY PROCF.F.OINO ACCORDING TO CAREFUT1 
PLAN. THE 6RI\VE MEN AND W0f'1EN OF J)ESERT STORM -- A. FORCE; 
DRAWN FROM 28 DIFFERENT NATlON$ -- ARE FIGHTlNO WITH SKILL 
AND DETERMINATION TO LIBERATE KUWAIT. THE'/ ARE ALSO 
FIGHTING WITH STATE-Of-THE-ART F.QUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY, 
TO ADVANCE OUR CAUSE AND MINIMlZE CASUALTIES. THBY HAVE 
OUR FULLEST SUPPORT, AND OUR CONTINUING PRAYERS FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL MISSION AND A SAFE RETURN TO FRIENDS AND 
FAMILIES. 

AS A NATION, WE CAN TAKE GREAT COMFORT IN THE PRESIDENT'S 
EXPERIENCED LEADcHSHIP. AS SECRETARY OF ENERGY, l HAVE 
WATCHED AT FIRSTHAND HIS IMPRESSIVE EFFORTS IN BUILDING THE 
MULTINATIONAL COALITION NOW A~RAYED AGAINST SAOOAM HUSSBIN. 
THE PRESIDHNT HAS SHOWN BOTH TOUGHNESS AND COMPASSION. 
UNWILLING TO COM~ROMISE ON PRINCIPLE OR GIVE ~NY GROUND 
TO THE AGGRESSOR, HE NEVERTHELESS WENT THE EXTRA MILE AND 
PURSUED ALL POSSla~c DIPLOMATIC AVENUES IN THB SEARCH FOR 
A PEACEFUL AND JUST SOLUTION. FINALLY, WHEN WAR CAME, THE 
COALITION WAS TRULY UNITED AND SUPERBLY PREPARED. 

WE CAN ALSO BE ENCOURAGED THAT, AT THB 0UT5~EAK OF 
HOSTILITIES, OIL PRICES DID NOT SOAR, AS SO MANY HAD 
FORECAST. IN FACT, AS YOU WELL KNOW, QUITE THE OPPOSITE 
OCCURRED. THIS IS NO ACCIDENT. RATHER, IT IS THE RESULT 
OF INITIAL MILITARY SUCCESSES AND A GREAT DEAL OY PLANNING 
AND INT6RNATIONAL COOPERATION BEFORE OUTBREAK OF 
HOSTILITIES. 

I WAS IN TH~ MlDDLE EAST LAST MONTH, AND SPOKB FRANKLY WITH 
BOTH SAUDI AND UAE LEADERS AS WELL AS GENERAL SCHWARZKOPF. 
MY PURPOSE WAS TWOFOLD: fiRST, TO VALIDATE FIRSTHAND 
THAT, BVEN IN THE EVENT OF HOSTILITIES, THE OIL FIBLOS 
WERE GOING TO CONTINUE TO OPERATE; AND, SECOND, TO SNSURB 
THAT THE D~PARTMENT OF ENeRGY HAD EFFECTIVE CHANNELS OF 
COMMUNICATION WITH SAUDI AND U.S. OFFICIALS. WB WERE 
SUCCESSFUL ON BOTH COUNTS. 

SAUDI AND UA6 OIL FIELDS AND FACILITIES ARB WBLL PROTECTED 
AGAINST MILITARY THREAT AND WILL CONTINUa-TO PftODUCB. TH2 
SAUDIS HAVE TOP RATE OPERATING AND SECURITY PERSONNEL IN 
PLACE; THE MULTINATIONAL FORCE IS WELL POSITIONED TO HBLP 
DEFEND THEM; AND THOROUGH PRECAUTIONS HAVE BEEN TAKEN THERE 
AGAINST THB THREAT or TERRORISM. 

HERE AT HOME, WE'VE ALSO SEEN REAL EFFORT AND COMMITMENT 
TO THE PUBLIC GOOD. ~HE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY WAS RESPONSIVE 
TO THEi PRESIDENT'S CALL FOR INCREASED DOM~STIC OIL 
PRODUCTION. IT'S UP BEYOND PRIOR PLANS BY SOMB 1~0,000 
BARRELS A DAY, AND WILL BE UP ANOTHER 150,000 BARRELS A DAY 
BY THE SND OF THE YEAR. WE ALSO APPRECIATED THB 
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SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE TO PRODUCTTON CAPACITY IN THE 
PERSIAN GULF. OF COURSE THE rHRRAT R~MAINS, BUT IT 
SEEMS TO 8R WELL MANAGED AT THIS POINT, ~S PREDICTED. 

THIS IS A MESSAGE WE MUST REPEAT, AND REPEAT, BECAUSE AS 
YOU AND I KNOW ONLY TOO WELL, CON~UMER CONFIDENCE IS VIT~L. 
AND WHILE W5 DON'T HAVE AN OIL SUPPLY PROBLEM NOW, 
IRRATIONAL CONSUMER BF.HAVIOR COULD CREATE ONE. 

FOR EXAMPLB, IN 1990 MOTOR GASOLINE IN THP. U.S. WAS 
SUPPLIED AT AN AVERAGE RATE OF 302 ~; ILLION GALLONS A DAY. 
NOW WE HAVE ROUGHLY 165 MILLION PASSRNGBR VEHICLES AND 
SMALL TRUCKS REGISTERED lN THE U.S. SO, IF BVERY DRIVSR 
PANICKED AND DECIDED TO 'l'OP OFF BY JUST TWO GALLONS ON THE 
SAME DAY, DEMAND WOULD SOAR TO 370 MILLION GALLONS. OF 
COURSE, ON THAT DAY THERE WOULD BE A "SHORTAGE" -- NOT A 
REAL MARKET SHORTAGE, SUT A BEHAVlOR-INDUC£0 SHORTAGE. 

THE SAME SITUATION APPLIES TO THE PRICING OF CRUDE OIL 
AND PRODUCTS. IF WE WITNESS TRADER PANIC AT ANV GIVEN 
MOMENT -- PARTICULARLY IF WE AHE FACED WITH SOMB 
UNSUaSTANTIATED REPORT, FOR EXAMPLE, ABOUT ~ R\Jl'10RED 
ATTACK ON, OR FIRS lN, AN OIL FIELD -- WB COULD SEE ~ 
QUICK SPIKE IN PRICES NOT B~CAUSE OF A REAL SUPPLY 
SHORTAGE, BUT BECAUSE OF INSTANT AND RUMOR-INSPIRBD 
BEHAVIOR. 

WE'VE KNOWN FROM THE BEGINNING THAT THS K~Y TO BUILDING 
CONFIDSNCE AND AVOIDING PANIC lS CREDIBLE INFORMATION 
FLOW -- PRECISE, REAL-TIME INFORMATION THAT VALIDATES FACT 
AND QUELLS RUMOR. THIS IS WHY AT DOE WE'VE BEEN WORKING 
FOR FIVE AND A HALF MONTHS TO lMPROV6 OUR ABILITY TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH THE SAUDIS AND U.S. OFFICIALS IN THB 
REGION, AND THEN TO GET ACCURATE INFORMATION ou·: QUICKLY 
TO ALL 50 GOVERNORS, TO FEDERAL AND STAT8 ENERGY OF~ICIALS, 
TO THS MEDIA, AND TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLB. WE HAVe 
INSTALLED STATS-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT, AND PUT AN EFFECTIVE 
NBTWORK IN P~CB. 

OOB IS NOW IN A POSITION TO CONFIRM INFORMATION DIRECTLY 
WITH OFFICIALS ON TKE SC~NS, AND THEN GET TH! CORRECT 
INFORMATION OUT QUICKLY. WE ARE MANNING AN EMERGENCY 
OPERATIONS CENTER 24 HOURS A DAY. WB HAVE OUR OWN PERSON 
IN DHAHRAN, 'l'O MONITOR EVENTS IN 'l'HE MOST EXPOSED SAUDI 
OlL FIELDS. WE FAX OIL DATA DAILY TO MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, 
TO EVERY GOVERNOR IN THE NA'I'ION, AND TO STATE l!!NEROY 
OFFICIALS. 

ALL OF THIS I~ DSSIGNBO TO PROVIDE THB NATION 1 S 
DECISIONMAKERS AND ALL OUR CITIZENS WITH ACCURATE, 
REAL-TIMB INFORMATION AND NEUTRALIZE THE RUMORS. FOR 
EXAMPLE, ONE RVMOR SAID THAT LLOYD_' S OF LONDON WOULD NO 
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For Immediate Release January 22, 1991 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESS SECRETARY 

The President met with his national security advisers this 
afternoon in the oval Office to discuss Operation Desert Storm. 
Attending were Vice President Quayle, Secretary ot State Baker, 
Secretary ot Defense Cheney, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs General 
Powell, Chief of Staff sununu, National Security Adviser 
Scowcroft, and Deputy NSC Adviser Gates. The meeting is one of 
a series the President has held with his advisers to discuss the 
progress of military operations, and the consultations with 
coalition partners. 

Secretary Cheney and General Powell presented the President with 
an assessment of the military operation, concentrating on the air 
campaign and its impact on Iraqi targets. The President 
expressed confidence in the military's performance. Operation 
Desert Storm proceeds as planned. Secretary Baker reported on 
Deputy Secretary Eagleburger's mission to Israel. 

The latest Iraqi missile attack on Israel is a continued example 
of Iraq's unprovoked aggression against its neighbors. We 
condemn this brutal act of terror against innocent victims which 
has caused a number of casualties. Israel has shown remarkable 
restraint in the face of this aggression. We continue to consult 
with the Government of Israel and will continue doing so as 
events unfold. 
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